
Persistent ComputationsSven KosubTheoretische Informatik, Universit�at W�urzburgAm Exerzierplatz 3, D-97072 W�urzburgEmail: kosub@informatik.uni-wuerzburg.deDecember 22, 1998AbstractWe study computational e�ects of persistent Turing machines, independently introducedby Goldin and Wegner [GW98], and Kosub [Kos98]. Persistence is a mode of interaction whichmakes it possible to consider the computational behavior of a Turing machine as an in�nitesequence of autonomous computations. We investigate di�erent computability concepts suchas conditional and essential computability. Furthermore, we give a characterization of allnon-immune sets in terms of persistent computations.1 IntroductionInteraction extends the algorithmic view on computation. By the facility of computational devicesto communicate with the world outside, in particular to receive informations from there, momentsof non-controlability and of non-predictability come inherent in computations. The more powerfulinteraction can be, the less dominating is the algorithm for the behavior the device is actuallyshowing. Not least for that reason, a paradigm shift from algorithmic to interactive view oncomputing is proposed (see e.g. [Weg98, Mil93]).In theory of computation, modes of interaction were considered as long as the formal notionof an algorithm was made precise. Such modes include well-known concepts like oracles, advicefunctions, or interactive proof systems. All in common is that a computation is only considereduntil the output becomes �xed; from the possibility of succeeding computations it is refrained.Taking an observer's point of view on the computational behavior, this seems to be a fundamentallack of interactive quality.In this paper we study some computational e�ects of the simplest mode of interaction that ful�llssuch interactive quality|persistence. Persistence is the property of data, facts, or objects to survivecomputations. It plays an important role in database theory, arti�cial intelligence, and object-oriented programming. In terms of Turing machines persistence means that tape inscriptions keptwritten after the end of the computation, and can inuence a succeeding computation if they areadded to the new input. Implementing this idea into formally sound model it will su�ce to adaptthe semantics of a Turing machine. This is why we can speak about persistence as the simplest modeof interaction; we do not need to change the model, we only look at computations interactively.The notion of the persistent Turing machine examined here was independently de�ned by Goldinand Wegner [GW98], and under a di�erent name by Kosub [Kos98]. All the results mentionedbelow are contained in the latter work. 1
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Persistence is inherently chronologic. The behavior of a persistent machine at the currentinput|the local behavior|depends heavily on all its preceding inputs typically in exactly thatorder they are given to the machine. Hence, the global behavior of machines depends on in�niteinput sequences, so-called streams [Weg98].In [GW98] it is proved that (the glass-box notion of) persistence and (the black-box notion of)sequential interaction are the same in the sense of distinguishability of system behavior no matterif the computational process shows \functional" behavior. The approach here concerns in�nitesequences of natural numbers at which, not to leave the classical area of theory of computation, weunderstand each number occuring in the sequence as an argument of a function to be computed.Rigorously we take the function to give a connection between inputs and outputs only of thosecomputations being actually realized along a sequence of inputs, not of those computations thatare potentially possible. As a concrete example this implies that the domain of such a functioncontains no more than the elements of the sequence. A computed function hence depends onboth the algorithm and the input sequence. Clearly, to speak about functions in a mathematicallycorrect sense, some uniqueness requirements for computations are necessary in relation to sameinputs.One could argue the model of the persistent Turing machine is of relatively few interest since,if we always know whole pre-histories, then everything can be already computed by a standardTuring machine. This objection is maintainable, but it does not fully touch our model. Actually,even this argument is used by us to de�ne a local behavior in the model, i.e. how a concretemachine behaves to a single computation. All in all, we take a global view on computations thatis expressed in considering the sequence and hence a special order in pre-histories. This order isgiven by prolongation of the pre-histories according to the sequence.In a strong sense each persistent machine deals with an in�nite object. In non-classical areas ofcomputing theory there are also computational models handling in�nite objects (see e.g. [Rog67,SW78, CG78, CG80, KW85, Wei85, Ko91]). Most of them are extensions of standard Turingmachines to in�nite sequences over �nite alphabets. Insofar, they lay near to persistent machines.Apart from di�culties in assigning computational processes to certain inputs, di�erences are mainlycaused in understanding the objects dealt with. As an example, on the one hand sequences areconsidered as words which belong to sets grouped in language classes, and Turing machines actingon these sequence shall decide in some sense a language of such a class, i.e. a set of sequences.On the other side, using persistent Turing machines we are interested in the function produced bythe machine under the condition of the input sequence. We ask for an individual object, a singlefunction.It turns out that every partial function is computable by a very simple persistent machineconsidering an appropriate input sequence. Persistent interaction is in some sense much morepowerful than algorithmically computing. But if we only admit persistent machines that computethe same functions under all input sequence (notice the similiarity to Sch�oning's notion of robustmachines [Sch85]), then exactly the (partially) recursive functions can be computed. Surprisingly, itis emphasized that this does not change if we demand the computational invariance to hold only foralmost all sequences. Considering further weak invariance conditions we get also a characterizationof all non-immune sets.The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 lays mathematical background for our investi-gations. In Section 3 the concept of the persistent Turing machine is precisely de�ned. Further,we take into consideration two natural computability concepts de�ned over persistent machines:conditional and essential computability. In Section 4 we study some notions connected with con-ditional computations. Section 7 is devoted to probability aspects of conditional computations2



converging in essential computability. Intermediate sections contain some initiating results aboutconnections between oracle machines and persistent machines (Section 5), and about degrees of in-dependence between succeeding computations (Section 6). We �nish with the conclusion in Section8. Generally, the setting is recursion-theoretic.2 Preliminaries and NotionsBasic set theory is supposed to be known. For an arbitrary set A, A denotes the complement ofA, and PA denotes the set of all subsets of A. By #A we denote the number of elements of theset A. A co-�nite set A is a set with #A <1. The characteristic function �A of a set A is 1 foreach element of A, and is 0 for each element of A.The �nite alphabet � = f0; 1g is used. �� is the set of all �nite words over � with theempty word �. For w 2 �� the length of w is denoted by jwj. In �� we assume the usuallexicographical order <, i.e. the lexicographical order with primary respect to the word length. LetIN = f0; 1; 2; : : :g be the set of natural numbers. We identify IN and �� by the easily computableand easily invertible bijection B : �� �! IN de�ned as B(w) = #� v 2 �� �� v < w 	.INm is the set of m-dimensional vectors of natural numbers (m 2 IN;m � 1), and IN� is the setof �nite-dimensional vectors of natural numbers, i.e. IN� is the union of INm for all m � 1. For anyvector � = (�1; : : : ; �m) 2 IN� the dimension of � is de�ned as dim � = m. On IN� a pre�x relationis given: Say � v � if and only if dim � � dim � and �j = �j for every 1 � j � dim �. � @ � if andonly if � v � and � 6= �.IN1 denotes the set of all in�nite sequences of natural numbers. For � 2 IN1 the set��1; �2; �3; : : :	 is denoted by R� and is called range of �. A sequence with R� = IN is said tobe a full sequence. The set of all full sequences is denoted by IN1T .Only functions f : IN �! IN are of interest. FP is the set of all properly partial functionsincluding the function � nowhere de�ned, and FT is the set of all total functions. F is the unionof FP and FT . For any function f 2 FT and any set A � IN the function f jA is set to be f(x)if x 2 A or is set to be unde�ned (denoted by ?) otherwise. For partial functions f; g 2 F wesay f ' g if and only if the domains Df of f and Dg of g are equal and for every x 2 Df holdsf(x) = g(x). The range of f is denoted by Rf . For a set A � IN we de�ne f(A) := � f(x) �� x 2 A	and f�1(A) := �x 2 IN �� f(x) 2 A	.We adopt familiarity with general recursion-theoretic notions of e�ective computability as in[Rog67, Soa87]). Along this line, our basic model of computation is the (multitape) Turing machine(see e.g. [Rog67, Soa87]). REC is the class of recursively decidable (or recursive, for short) sets inIN, and RE is the class of recursively enumerable sets. If writing REC+ and RE+, then the classesexcluding �nite sets are considered. A recursive sequence � is a full sequence for which exists atotal recursive function f such that �j+1 = f(j) for all j.Let h�; �i be any e�ectively computable and e�ectively invertible standard pairing function of apair of natural numbers into a natural number. This is extended to an encoding of every �nite tupleof natural numbers into a natural number by the usual inductive construction: (i) hxi := h1; xi2,and (ii) hx1; : : : ; xki := 
k; hx1; : : : ; xk�1i�2.In the following we make use of probability-theoretic and measure-theoretic terms, so the readeris assumed to be familiar with basic concepts (see e.g. [Fel68, Shi95]).We need some special probability �elds or measurable spaces, respectively. The �rst is accordingto IN1. Let d be any distribution function on IN. If d is recursive and satis�es d(n) > 0 for everyn 2 IN then call such d plausible. Each d gives a probability measure on IN. Extending this to3



the m-dimensional case, we de�ne a probability measure Pmd on PINm using the product measureconstruction. Explicitely Pmd (A) = mYj=1 Xn2Aj d(n)for every A = A1 � � � � � Am 2 PINm. The speci�cation of the proper probability model we usefollows standard argumentations.De�nition 2.1. Let d be any distribution function, let m; t1; : : : ; tm 2 IN with t1 < � � � < tm, andlet A = A1 � � � � � Am 2 PINm.1. The set Ct1;:::;tm(A) is called cylinder in IN1 if and only ifCt1;:::;tm(A) := � � s 2 IN1 �� stj 2 Aj for 1 � j � m	; if m � 1;IN1; if m = 0:2. C(IN1) is the set of all cylinders in IN1.3. The �-algebra C(IN1) := ��C(IN1)� is called the �-algebra of cylinders in IN1.4. On C(IN1) the measure P̂d is de�ned as P̂d(Ct1;:::;tm(A)) := Pmd (A).The following results are well-known or easy to see.Proposition 2.2. Let d be any distribution function.1. C(IN1) is an algebra.2. Let Cs1;:::;sm(A); Ct1;:::;tn(B) 2 C(IN1). Then if fs1; : : : ; smg \ ft1; : : : ; tng = ? thenCs1;:::;sm(A) and Ct1;:::;tn(B) are independent.3. There exists an unique probability measure Pd on C(IN1) which coincides with P̂d restrictedto C(IN1).So, the triple �IN1;C(IN1);Pd� is our probability �eld according to IN1 for any distributionfunction d.In similar way we construct a measurable space on the set of number-theoretic functions F . Alittle di�erence is in the de�nitions of the cylinders. Here cylinders in F are de�ned asĈt1;:::;tm(A) = � � f �� ft1; : : : ; tmg � Df and f(tj) 2 Aj for 1 � j � m	; if m � 1;F ; if m = 0for A = A1 � � � � � Am 2 PINm. Note that Ĉ(F), the set of all cylinders in F , is not an algebra,but is closed under intersection and (�nite) union. With Ĉ(F) we denote the �-algebra generatedby Ĉ(F).3 Persistent MachinesWe specify our fundamental model of a persistent Turing machine. As mentioned in the intro-ductory section, the de�nition a�ects only the semantic of standard Turing machines, not thesyntax. 4



De�nition 3.1. [GW98, Kos98] A persistent Turing machine K is a Turing machine with an one-way read-only input, an one-way write-only output tape, and with at least one additional worktape.Initially, all tapes of a machine are cleared. The interaction now works as follows: The userwrites an input on the input tape beginning with the �eld where the reading head is placed to theright. Subsequently the user starts a run. The machine scans the input from the input tape, andexecutes its algorithm with all inscriptions being contained at work tapes. Finally, the machinewrites a word to the output tape beginning with a label. The output of such a computation is theword between the label and the current head position. Now, if the computation is �nished, theuser may write a new input on the input tape, and the process starts afresh. So, the results ofcomputations formally depend on all input ever been written on the input tape. This is expressedin terms of a local output function.De�nition 3.2. LetK be a persistent Turing machine, and let x1; : : : ; xn+1 2 IN. The local outputfunction outK of K is a mapping from IN� IN� to IN de�ned as
outK�xn+1j(x1; : : : ; xn)� =

8>>>>>>>>>>>>><>>>>>>>>>>>>>:
z1; if n = 0 and K outputs z1 on input x1 where allwork tapes are cleared before the start,z2; if n > 0 and K outputs z2 on input xn+1 under thecondition that K has �nished before the computa-tions according to the inputs x1; : : : ; xn in exactlythis order,?; if on input xj with j 2 f1; : : : ; n+ 1g the compu-tation does not terminate getting the inputs in thisorder:For n = 0 the de�nition of the local output function captures precisely the semantic of thestandard Turing machine. The term local is justi�ed since this output function determines onlythe behavior of a persistent machine at a (n+1)-dimensional point (sequence) in IN�. One cannotspeak about a number-theoretic function computed byK without knowing the order of such points.To obtain an output function which makes this possible it is necessary to assume that wheneveralong an in�nite sequence of inputs the same input is given, the machine K writes the same outputon the output tape. A machine satisfying this assumption is a consistent machine.De�nition 3.3. Let K be a persistent Turing machine.1. Let � 2 IN1. K is said to be consistent in � if and only if for all i; j 2 IN holds that�i+1 = �j+1 implies outK��i+1j(�1; : : : ; �i)� = outK��j+1j(�1; : : : ; �j)�.2. K is said to be consistent if and only if K is consistent in � for every � 2 IN1.Clearly, not every persistent machine is consistent, but this restriction to the machines is notvery hard. Easily, each persistent machine can be modi�ed in a way that the output computed bythe machine for the �rst time the input occurs is written everytime for the same input.Any consistent persistent Turing machine de�nes global behavior along a sequence.De�nition 3.4. Let K be a consistent persistent Turing machine, and let � 2 IN1. The globaloutput function outK(�j�) is the function for every x 2 IN de�ned asoutK(xj�) = � outK��ij(�1; : : : ; �i�1)�; if an i with x = �i exists,?; otherwise.5



Throughout the following we suppose a persistent machine to be consistent such that the globaloutput function is always well-de�ned.4 Conditional ComputabilitiesIn this section we focus our attention to number-theoretic functions from F that are in some sensecomputable by persistent machines. By our approach a computed function does not only dependon the machine, but also on the sequence given to the machine. This is an additional condition forcomputing.De�nition 4.1. Let f 2 F , let K be a (consistent) persistent Turing machine, and let � 2 IN1.1. K computes f under the condition � if and only if R� = Df and f(x) = outK(xj�) for everyx 2 R�. (K; �) is called a conditional computation of f .2. K computes f under the weak condition � if and only if R� � Df and f(x) = outK(xj�) forevery x 2 R�. Then, (K; �) is called a weakly conditional computation of f .3. K computes f (weakly) conditionally if and only if there is a sequence � 2 IN1 such that(K; �) is a (weakly) conditional computation of f .4. The function f is (weakly) conditionally computable if and only if there is a (consistent)persistent Turing machine K computing f (weakly) conditionally.It is intuitively clear that making rigorous use of persistent machines we can conditionallycompute any number-theoretic function if we choose an appropriate machine and an appropriatesequence.Theorem 4.2. Every function f 2 F is conditionally computable.Proof. The case of a �nite domain Df of f is obvious since each of the �nitely many functionvalues of f (if there are any) and the domain Df can be explicitely encoded into a machine. So,let Df be in�nite, i.e. Df = fa1; a2; : : : ; ak; : : : g with a1 < a2 < � � � < ak < : : : . Encoding f in asequence we de�ne such � 2 IN1 as follows�1 = �2 = � � � = �f(a2)+1 = a1;�f(a2)+1+1 = �f(a2)+1+2 = � � � = �f(a2)+1+f(a3)+1 = a2;... ... ... ...�Pkj=2 f(aj)+k = �Pkj=2 f(aj)+k+1 = � � � = �Pk+1j=2 f(aj)+k = ak;... ... ... ...Clearly, using f(a1) as a compiled-in constant there is a persistent Turing machine K that re-constructs each function value f(aj) for j � 2 from the sequence �. This shows the conditionalcomputability of any f with in�nite domain. ❑The following theorem gives connections between classical Turing computability and conditionalcomputability by using robustness properties of some persistent machines.Theorem 4.3. Let g 2 F and g 6' �. There is a partial recursive function f 2 F with Dg � Dfand f jDg ' g if and only if there exists a persistent Turing machine K such that (K; �) is aconditional computation of g for every � 2 IN1 with R� = Dg.6



Proof. From left to right, note that each partial recursive function can be computed by a standardTuring machine M that �nishs computations with cleared work tapes. For the other direction, itis su�cient to observe that the persistent machine K gives already right outputs for any x 2 Dgif x is the �rst element of a sequence � with R� = Dg . ❑From that theorem we immediately obtain some corollaries.Corollary 4.4. A function f 2 F with f 6' � and recursively enumerable Df is partial recursive ifand only if there exists a persistent Turing machine K such that (K; �) is a conditional computationof f for every � 2 IN1 with R� = Df .Corollary 4.5. A total function f 2 F is recursive if and only if there exists a persistent Turingmachine K such that (K; �) is a weakly conditional computation of f for every � 2 IN1.Usually, in recursion theory not general functions are investigated, but characteristic functions.So, the study is focussed on sets or languages. Clearly, the corresponding notions are also in-troducable into our model. Especially, the notion of a (consistent) persistent Turing acceptor isimmediately to obtain from the standard Turing acceptor (see [Soa87]) and our speci�cations inSect. 3. A (local, global) acceptance function acc is a 0-1-valued (local, global) output function ofa persistent Turing machine. We use the terms acceptor and machine synonymously. The precisemeaning yields from the context. Note that a characteristic function is a total one.De�nition 4.6. Let A � IN, let K be a (consistent) persistent Turing machine, and let � 2 IN1T .1. K accepts or decides A under the condition � if and only if �A = accK(xj�) for every x 2 IN.(K; �) is called a conditional acceptance of A. As usual we employ the notation L(K; �) = Ato describe the conditional acceptance of A.2. K accepts or decides A conditionally if and only if there is a sequence � 2 IN1T such thatL(K; �) = A.3. The set A is said to be conditionally decidable if and only there is a (consistent) persistentTuring machine K accepting A conditionally.Results from Theorem 4.2 and Theorem 4.3 looks like as follows in terms of sets.Corollary 4.7. Let A � IN be arbitrary.1. A is conditionally decidable.2. A 2 REC if and only if there is a persistent Turing acceptor K such that A = L(K; �) forevery � 2 IN1T .5 Stability and Natural OraclesIn this section we will point out connections between persistent and oracle machines. For that,take a look at Theorem 4.2 where we have encoded whole functions in sequences (not uniquely).Computing a function we merely have to reproduce the function from the sequence, strictly speak-ing we reproduce the function from the initial segment of the sequence up to the current input. Inthis sense a sequence can be viewed as a natural or realistic oracle.7



A critical point is that the construction makes too extreme use of the input sequence. Nothingis said about the function inside the corresponding machine except the value f(a1), and onlyinserting an aj at the position in the sequence where the aj 's stand changes the function to becomputed. The construction is rather sensitive.To eliminate these problems we introduce a stability concept of persistent computations undercertain sequences. For this purpose we select a possibly �nite subsequence that is called the relief.De�nition 5.1. Let � 2 IN1. A sequence �R 2 (IN� [ IN1) is said to be the relief of � if and onlyif �R is obtained from � by the following steps:1. �R1 := �1, and X1 := f�1g,2. If there exists j with j 62 Xi then �Ri+1 := �minfjj�j 62Xig and Xi+1 := Xi [ f�Ri+1g, otherwisewe stop with dim �R = i.The relief of a sequence � contains the elements of R� exactly one time and in that order theyoccur for the �rst time in �. For instance, the relief of � = (0; 2; 1; 1; 2; 5; 0; 4; 3; : : :) begins with(0; 2; 1; 5; 4; 3; : : : ). A persistent machine we can call to be stable if the global output function isequal under all sequences with the same relief.De�nition 5.2. Let K be a consistent persistent Turing machine.1. Let � 2 IN1. K is said to be relief-stable in � if and only if for every � 2 IN1 holds that�R = �R implies outK(�j�) ' outK(�j�).2. K is said to be relief-stable if and only if K is relief-stable in � for every � 2 IN1.It is an open problem whether Theorem 4.2 holds for relief-stable machines. Obviously, func-tions not partial recursive can be computed conditionally by relief-stable machines since the cardi-nality of the set of all reliefs is greater than the cardinality of IN. Concretely, we have the followingsu�cient condition for conditional computability.Theorem 5.3. Let f 2 F be an arbitrary function satisfying the following properties1. Rf 2 RE,2. � a 2 IN �� #f�1(fag) <1	 2 REC,3. �x 2 IN �� f(x) 2 � a 2 IN �� #f�1(fag) <1		 2 REC.Then f is conditionally computable by relief-stable Turing machines.Proof. If Df is �nite, the statement is obvious. Let Df be in�nite. De�ne A := � a �� #f�1(fag) <1	, X := �x �� f(x) 2 A	. At �rst, let RfnA = ff1; f2; : : : g be in�nite. The construction of asuitable relief-stable machine consists of two parts regarding to a current input x.Case 1. If x 2 X , then compute f(x) with the help of the enumeration of A.Case 2. If otherwise x 62 X , compute the index j of x in the relief of the input sequence.Calculate from j the number n in the relief restricted to inputs z 2 X , and divide n into the leftpart nl and the right part nr according to the pairing function h�; �i2. Finally, output fnl .De�ne � 2 IN1 to be any sequence with R� = X , and % 2 IN1 to be a sequence with %Rn = x(fnl )nrwhere f�1(fmg) = fx(m)1 ; x(m)2 ; : : : g. Notice that R% = DfnX . Evidently, the sequence � de�nedas � := (�1; %1; �2; %2; : : : ; �k; %k; : : : ) shows the conditional computability of f .8



It remains to argue for RfnA = ff0; f1; : : : ; fk�1g is �nite. The validity of the theorem in thiscase is easy to verify if we consider any sequence % with %Rj 2 f�1(ff(j�1) mod kg). Obviously,there is a relief-stable machine reproducing from such relief the function f according to the giveninputs. ❑As an immediate consequence, the relief-stable version of the theorem is valid for sets.Corollary 5.4. Every set A � IN is conditionally decidable by relief-stable machines.Related to natural oracles we can state the following. Unfortunately, we have the conditionthat the equality of the output functions supposes in�nite sets.Theorem 5.5. Let M (�) be a standard deterministic oracle Turing machine that for every A � INand for every x 2 IN during the computation M (A)(x) asks only queries y 2 IN with y � x and everstops. Then there exists a relief-stable persistent Turing machine K, such that for every A � INnot �nite there is a sequence � 2 IN1 with outM(A) ' outK(�j�).Proof. The idea is to �x an encoding T of a set A into a sequence � which makes possible both tointerpret the order of occuring inputs in the sequence up to the current input as the correspondingpart of A that can be asked during any computation, and to compute the right outputs. Considera mapping T � from IN1 to PIN de�ned asT �(�) := �n 2 IN �� (9j)��j = n ^ (8i < j)(�i < �j)� 	:T � has some properties that are easy to verify: (1) T � is surjective, (2) T �(�) = T �(�R) for every� 2 IN1, and (3) for every � 2 IN1 holds that R� is in�nite if and only if T �(�) is in�nite. T �de�nes the origines of T . Having T � in mind we can easily construct for any oracle machine M (�)with above restrictions an appropriate relief-stable persistent machine K. Take into account that,since for every A the function outM(A) is total, R� = IN holds for every � 2 IN1 with T �(�) = A. ❑6 Independence DegreesCorollary 4.5 identi�es total functions with highest independence in computations since for anarbitrary sequence always same outputs are given by a machine no matter if only relief-stablemachines are admitted. Same considerations can be made about sets as stated in Corollary 4.7.On the other side, a set only conditionally decidable by a machine which has di�erent global ac-ceptance functions for di�erent input sequences can be assigned the lowest degree of independence.Surely, there are degrees in between.A similar term to that of independence are studied in the setting of standard Turing machines.Together with the concept of helping, the notion of robustness of oracle machines was introduced bySch�oning [Sch85] and subsequently investigated in various ways, e.g. [Ko87, Sch88, HH90, AKS95,NRS95]. A robust oracle machine is a standard oracle Turing machine accepting the same setrelative to every oracle. Because of Theorem 5.5, our study of independence is loosely connectedwith the notion of robust oracle machine, and in such sense independences can be viewed as somekind of partial robustness.In order to re�ne the concept of independence at �rst we consider uncritical inputs of a sequence,i.e. inputs swapping them do not change the global acceptance function. Our context are relief-stable machines. 9



De�nition 6.1. Let � 2 IN1T , and let A � IN.1. A sequence � 2 IN1T is said to be a A-permutation of � if and only if there exists a bijectivefunction � : A �! A such that for every j � 1�Rj = � �(�Rj ); (9a 2 A)(�Rj = a);�Rj ; otherwise.2. A set L � IN is said to be (A; �)-independent if and only if there is a persistent Turingacceptor K such that L = L(K; �) for every � 2 IN1T which is a A-permutation of �.There would be some arbitrariness in our concept of independence degrees if we stop at thisde�nition because of the consideration only of concrete set A. A statement about languages thatare acceptable under conditions in which only two inputs are changeable would be impossible. Todescribe such or similar independences, systems of sets are necessary.De�nition 6.2. 1. A system D of subsets of IN is called independence.2. Let D be an independence. A set L � IN is said to be of independence D if and only if thereexist a sequence � 2 IN1T and an A 2 D such that L is (A; �)-independent.3. Let D be an independence. The class of all sets L � IN of independence D is called the degreeof independence D and is denoted by Ind(D), i.e.Ind(D) = �L � IN �� L is of independence D 	:Viewing as an operator, Ind is obviously monotonic. Degrees of independence with morecomplicated descriptions leads to larger classes of sets. Next results on singleton independencesfollow directly from de�nitions and results above. The proposition establishs the �rst simplestructural relations between independence degrees.Proposition 6.3. 1. Ind(f?g) = PIN, and Ind(fINg) = REC.2. Let A;B � IN. If A � B then Ind(fBg) � Ind(fAg).If we consider degrees of singleton independences of recursive sets, then the according indepen-dence degrees are precisely notable.Theorem 6.4. Let A 2 REC. Then Ind(fAg) = �L � IN �� L \ A 2 REC	.Proof. Let L 2 Ind(fAg), i.e. there are a relief-stable persistent Turing machine K and a � 2 IN1Tsuch that L = L(K; �) for every A-permutation � of �. Without loss of generality, assume � = �R.Let r be the least index of � with �r 2 A. Consider a standard Turing machine M that, on inputx, checks x 2 A, if checking was succesful then M simulates accK�x��(�1; : : : ; �r�1)� and behavesaccordingly, if otherwise checking x 2 A was wrong then M rejects. Since K works rightly for eachA-permutation, M accepts x if and only if x 2 L \ A. Hence, L \A 2 REC.Let L\A 2 REC. If LnA is �nite then clearly L 2 REC and, thus, L 2 Ind(fAg) by Proposition6.3. It remains to prove the claim for the case LnA is in�nite. So, let LnA = fl1; l2; : : : g withl1 < l2 < : : : . We will apply Theorem 5.5. Therefore, de�ne a sequence � 2 IN1T to be� = (l1; 0; 1; : : : ; l1 � 1; l2; l1 + 1; l1 + 2; : : : ; l2 � 1; l3; l2 + 1; : : : ):10



Employing operator T � from the proof of Theorem 5.5, T �(�) = LnA. On the other hand, astandard oracle Turing machine M (�) satisfying the assumption needed in Theorem 5.5 and givingLnA = L�M (LnA)�, is easy to obtain. Hence, there is a relief-stable persistent machine K such thatLnA = L(K; �) with � from above. One can transformK into K 0 without destroying relief-stabilitysuch that K 0, on the current input x, checks x 2 A, if so (notice that then x 62 LnA), then (1)takes over the answer whether x 2 L\A, (2) computes y which is originally placed at the currentposition in �, and (3) generates the tape inscriptions like in the case y instead of x would havebeen asked; if x 62 A then K 0 works like K. Since K 0 is controlling A, L(K 0; �) = L(K 0; �0) forevery A-permutation �0 of �. Moreover, L(K 0; �) = (LnA)[ (L\A) = L. Thus, L 2 Ind(fAg). ❑Some corollaries are immediate. The �rst one shows that �nitely many uncritical points in thesense above give as much structure in independence degrees as no point does.Corollary 6.5. If A is �nite then Ind(fAg) = PIN.For the second, observe that the independence degree according to a family of sets D is thesame as the (�nite, countable or uncountable) union of all independence degrees according to thesingletons induced by the family D. Note that if we admit REC then the independence degreecontains whole PIN because �nite sets are included.Corollary 6.6. Ind(REC+) = �L � IN �� L contains an in�nite recursive set	.Corollary 6.6 can be expressed in terms of immunity. A set L is said to be immune if and only ifL contains no in�nite recursively enumerable (or equivalently, recursive) subset (see e.g. [Soa87]).So the right side describes even the class of non-immune sets.Corollary 6.7. An in�nite set L 2 IN is of independence REC+ if and only if L is not immune.7 Essential ComputabilityAnother approach in quantifying independences of computations is to determine the probabilitywith which a function can be conditionally computed. The highest degree of independence is asso-ciated with a function conditionally computable with probability 1, i.e. for almost every sequence.There is a practical perspective behind that. This perspective can be expressed by the followingquestion: Is it possible to increase the computability given by models of real machines, if we take thepersistent view on them, but claiming correct computations only almost everytime when randomlychoosing an input. It will turn out that this is not the case.We formalize such understanding only for total functions f 2 FT . Each consistent persistentTuring machine K can be interpreted as a mapping given by the global output functionK : � 7�! outK(�j�):For our considerations it is necessary to show that K is a measurable mapping from �IN1;C(IN1)�to �F ; Ĉ(F)�. This is stated in the following.Proposition 7.1. Every consistent persistent Turing machine K is a random element with valuesin F , i.e. K is C(IN1)�Ĉ(F)-measurable. 11



Proof. It is su�cient to prove � � 2 IN1 �� K(�) 2 A	 2 C(IN1) for every set A from the generatorC(IN1). We can further restrict ourselves to the simplest cylinders Ĉt�fkg� with t; k 2 IN, sincethese cylinders also generate Ĉ(F). Considering for arbitrary t; k 2 IN and every m 2 IN;m � 1the set Amt;k := �(n1; : : : ; nm) �� nm = t ^ (81 � j � m� 1)(nj 6= t) ^outK�nmj(n1; : : : ; nm�1)� = k	we have immediately � � 2 IN1 �� K(�) 2 Ĉt�fkg� 	 = 1[m=1C1;:::;m(Amt;k)which is obviously in C(IN1). ❑For convenience we allow in our probability �eld every sequence to be from IN1. As a conse-quence, conditional computations would be only weakly conditional computations. A way out isto consider all possible cuttings of the domain of a total function. So, let us de�ne for any functionf 2 FT the set Tf := � f jA �� A � IN	: Instead � � 2 IN1 �� K(�) 2 Tf 	 use as a shorthand�K(�) 2 Tf	. Because Tf 2 Ĉ(F) for every f 2 FT as can be seen byTf = 1\n=0 �Ĉn(IN) [ Ĉn(ff(n)g)�;asking for the probability of the set fK(�) 2 Tfg is well-founded. This gives background to speakin some sense about computation probabilities.Fix an arbitrary distribution function d not necessarily plausible.De�nition 7.2. 1. For any function f 2 FT and for every persistent Turing machine K thecomputation probability BK(f) of f by K is de�ned asBK(f) := Pd�fK(�) 2 Tfg�:2. For any function f 2 FT , the computation probability B(f) of f is de�ned asB(f) := sup�BK(f) �� K is a persistent Turing machine	:Of most considerable interest with respect to computation probabilities are the distinguishedvalues 0 and 1. This is formally stated in the following. First statement is an anologon to theLebesgue Density Theorem (see [Rog67, Sac66, MW95]) and is similar to be proven.Theorem 7.3. Let f 2 FT :1. If there exists a persistent Turing machine K such that BK(f) > 0 then for every � > 0 thereis a persistent Turing machine K 0 such that BK0(f) � 1� �.2. B(f) is either equal to 1 or equal to 0. 12



Proof. The second statement is an easy consequence of (1). So, let BK(f) > 0, and K be apersistent Turing machine. Thus there is an " > 0 such that Pd�fK(�) 2 Tfg� = " > 0: Hence, forevery n � 1Pd�fK(�) 2 Tfg� = Pd�fK(�) 2 Tfg \ ff(�j) = outK(�j j�) for all 1 � j � ng�= Pd�ff(�j) = outK(�j j�) for all 1 � j � ng� �Pd�fK(�) 2 Tfg �� ff(�j) = outK(�j j�) for all 1 � j � ng�= ":Using the fact fK(�) 2 Tfg = 1\n=1ff(�j) = outK(�j j�) for all 1 � j � ngit follows limn!1Pd�ff(�j) = outK(�j j�) for all 1 � j � ng� = "and limn!1Pd�fK(�) 2 Tfg �� ff(�j) = outK(�j j�) for all 1 � j � ng� = 1:Now, let � > 0. Then there is an n0 such that for every n � n0 we havePd�ff(�j) = outK(�j j�) for all 1 � j � ng� � 1� �:Let X be the set of �nite sequences � 2 IN� which satis�y (i) f(�j) = outK��j j(�1; : : : ; �j�1)�for every 1 � j � n0, and (ii) for every initial segment �0 @ � there is a 1 � j � n0 suchthat f(�0) 6= outK��0 �� (�01; : : : ; �0j�1)�. For � 2 X de�ne P1(�) := Pd�f� v �g� and P2(�) :=Pd�fK(�) 2 Tfg �� f� v �g�. Then clearlyPd�ff(�j) = outK(�j j�) for all 1 � j � ng� = X�2X P1(�) � " > 0;and further Pd�fK(�) 2 Tfg� = X�2XPd�fK(�) 2 Tfg \ f� v �g� = X�2X P1(�) � P2(�):Hence, we immediately obtainPd�fK(�) 2 Tfg �� ff(�j) = outK(�j j�) for all 1 � j � ng� = P�2X P1(�) � P2(�)P�2X P1(�) � 1� �:Obviously, so there must be a �0 2 X with P2(�0) = Pd�fK(�) 2 Tfg �� f�0 v �g� � 1 � �. Nowconsider the persistent Turing machine K 0 that, on input x currently given, (1) checks whether x isthe initial input, (2) if it is true simulatesK on the input sequence �0, and in any case (3) continueson x like K does. Obviously, BK0(f) = Pd ��K 0(�) 2 Tf	� = Pd ��K(�) 2 Tf	����0 v �	� �1� �. ❑13



This theorem shows that there are only two di�erent classes of functions which are in obvioussense complementary: essentially computable and singularely computable functions. We de�neonly essential computability.De�nition 7.4. Let f be a function from FT . Then f is said to be essentially computable if andonly B(f) = 1.If we let the distribution function d be plausible then the following result shows that essentialcomputability coincides with Turing computability when total function are considered. The proofgeneralizes a theorem of Sacks [Sac66, Rog67].Theorem 7.5. Let all notions be de�ned according to a plausible distribution function d. Letf 2 FT be an arbitrary function. Then f is essentially computable if and only if f is recursive.Proof. The inclusion from right to left is trivial. De�ne for a set A � IN,Seq(A) := [hn1;:::;nki2AZ1;:::;k�fn1g � � � � � fnkg�:Notice that the value Pd�Seq(A)� is Turing computable for any �nite set A. Now, let f be essen-tially computable. Then there is a persistent Turing machine K with BK(f) � 34 . Consider thefunction g de�ned by the following algorithm for an arbitrary input xLet n := 0;m := 0, and Fk := ? for every k 2 IN;while maxk<mPd�Seq(Fk)� � 12 doSimulate K one step on every inital segment h�j1; : : : ; �jrj i = j with 0 � j � n;if K halts on a segment (�j1; : : : ; �jrj�1; x) with 0 � j � n thens := outK�x��(�j1 ; : : : ; �jrj�1)�;Fs := Fs [ fjg;if s > m then m := s;else n := n+ 1;endwhile;Output k with Pd�Seq(Fk)� maximal.Clearly, g is Turing computable. Moreover, g is total and equal to f , both because BK(f) � 34 .Hence, f is total recursive. ❑8 ConclusionIn the previous sections we have seen how the interaction mode called persistence can increase thecomputational power of algorithms. Every non-trivial function is conditionally computable if wetake an observer's point of view. Additional restrictions to machines allowed to consider leads toweaker results. Here, the stress in on machines. What if we restrict the world from which thesequences can be taken? This touches the concept of environments.Let us only consider sets. Then, as an example, a trivial observation in Theorem 4.2 is thatalready in the world Emon = � � 2 IN1T �� (8j)(�j � �j+1)	 every set A � IN can be conditionallydecided. One could say that this environment Emon generates PIN.Clearly, every environment E with at least one full sequence �|an E containing exactly onesequence models a deterministic world|generates independently from the chosen machine type all14
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